
Seven artists conjure surreal
artworks out of discarded
elements at Waste Land, an
ongoing group exhibition at
Tarq. Curated by Birgid Uc-
cia, Waste Land is part of the
biennial public diplomacy
campaign, “70 years of
Swiss-Indian Friendship:
Connecting Minds - Inspir-
ing the Future” by the Con-
sulate General of Switzer-
land in Mumbai. 

Entering the gallery
space, mundane objects are
defamiliarised; instantly
generating a deliberate ha-
voc in our mind. The gallery
almost resembles a mirage —
playing with our under-
standing of the identities of
the said objects. A few art-
works speak more eloquent-
ly than the rest. Delhi-based
artist Asim Waqif extrapo-
lates a reality that has ceased
to exist by reconstructing
demolished ruins. In one
work, he juxtaposes a car
door salvaged from an acci-
dental vehicle with an ab-
stracted map of an area des-
troyed by aerial
bombardment. The bright
colours stand in stark con-
trast with their implications,
as we stand witness to the
profound agony of stran-
gers. Waqif reminds us that
certain obliterated stories
can only be accessed
through painful remnants. 

Lost and found 
Tanya Goel’s use of found
debris of demolished build-
ings as a surface allows us to
ponder over a sense of loss
and nostalgia — collateral
damage of development. Ad-
iti Joshi alludes to the fallacy
of our consumerist lives
through a large installation
of fused plastic bags, morph-
ing trash into momentary
treasure. Boshudhara Muk-
herjee weaves canvas, cut-
ting through it as she binds
these scraps into a material
that is repurposed, defying
its previous nature; while
Kaushik Saha uses the dis-
carded tools of a labourer,
like copper wire, nails and
bicycle tyres to create a com-
pelling vision of dark beauty. 

The fragility of materials
as a disturbing metaphor of
life is highlighted in the deli-
cate works of Prashant Pan-
dey. Both Pandey’s works
draw you in deceptively with
a translucent and tender fa-
cade as they lead us to unset-
tling truths. In ‘Universe’,
one encounters a micro-
cosm of a galaxy. A yellow
sphere, seemingly embroi-
dered on air, levitates unaf-
fected by gravity. On closer
look, one sees that it is
formed by fl��oral-shaped tex-
tures which are discarded ci-
garette butts have been
stitched together, only to be
sliced by a shadow. In ‘Mis-
sed’ the viewer enters a ske-
letal structure of burnt and
crushed shards of paper, an

installation that exudes me-
lancholic hues owing to the
texture of light.

One can imagine the infi��-
nite memories and stories
concealed in past objects by
animating them. It’s much
like how Kausik Mukhopad-
hyay has created intricate ki-
netic sculptures out of old
and redundant material.
These magical contraptions
made from bygone objects
seem to resurface from obli-
vion. You encounter the
work as a trigger - a medium
of refl��ection; but if you
spend enough time with it,
you can experience a mo-
ment of release. Each object
in these sculptures is cate-
gorised into irrelevance, and
yet they retain a connect
with time for the artist. Muk-
hopadhyay excavates the
trajectory of objects to ex-
pose this cycle of existence.
He animates a life into dis-
carded remains, construct-
ing an algorhithm for memo-
ries. We can now trace the
many tangled threads that

weave the identity of ob-
jects. For instance, in Muk-
hopadhyay’s work ‘Mother’s
House’, we glimpse the re-
mains of a relationship. The
viewer experiences belong-
ing as activated by solid rem-
nants — like the dials of an-
tique broken watches tied
together. His sculptural ex-
periments hold the key to
many encrypted stories in
our minds. 

Testament of our times
In her curatorial note Uccia
says, “waste is addressed as
a phenomenon that holds
collective memory and per-
sonal stories. It also testifi��es
history, in that it connects
the obsolete object to its
past…” One wonders then, is
there an archive hidden in
every attic? If materials had
memory, what stories would
they tell? 

Uccia states that its the act
of defi��ning an object — the
instant when an object turns
into waste, that has most im-
pact. It’s as if we recognise
that this is the moment that
our relationship with mate-
rials has been permanently
altered. We can now feel the
pulse of past remnants,
slowly etching their way into
the present. 

Waste Land is ongoing at
Tarq, Colaba until August 4
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